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“Image of China” is an imaginative construction, a set of metaphor symbols 
system consisting of language mechanisms. This vision is not natural, but 
synthetic. The formation process changes during the continuation and 
interruption of history, forming the metaphor system called “Utopia and Hell”. It 
had never been noticed by Chinese people during the long period of occlusion in 
China and only started to become the agency for language hegemony to 
“dominate” the weak culture. 
The globalization of economy and post-colonization dramatically 
accelerated the disintegration of previous “center theory”, while establishing the 
new cultural hegemony situation, and the new “center/rim” language strategy 
formed under such situation. Since 1980s, several key Chinese filmmakers have 
chosen formulized movie languages and narration methods to set many “Chinese 
images” with name of “Others”, even under the unfavorable conditions with the 
exotic disputes and feeble domestic film industry. They brought Chinese national 
movies to the world moviedom with the novel movie languages and styles, 
showing the open and marvelous China to the world. On the other hand, they had 
to weaken the unique identity of Chinese national movies to integrate the vision 
of China into the occidental magic world far away from the history, and into the 
visual expectations constructed from the occidental ideology and dominating 
languages.  















“Chivalrous vision of China”, from the unintentional coincidence at the 
beginning to the following purposive figures even fanatical pursuit, from the 
inclusion of “exotic atmosphere” to the formulization of composition and to the 
internationalization of awards, the occidental languages is being gradually 
internalized and firmly embedded into the production of Chinese movies. A 
symbol group about “China” becomes the rim of the congregated occidental 
culture, and also becomes the mergence of desires and illusions in the occidental 
world. 
This thesis tries to explore the embarrassed sense and the difficult situation 
encountered by filmmakers in weak cultures under post-colonization 
environment when they try to compose and express themselves. Also the thesis 
tries to disclose the difficulties and chances the whole Chinese culture faces 
during its conversion from certain aspects. The thesis not only combines the 
theories of “Post-colonization”, “Globalization”, “Hegemony”, “Discourse”, 
“Hetero-element and Homo-pattern” with the analysis of Chinese culture and 
movies, but also comprehensively resolve the displays and changes of “the 
Image of China” among Chinese movies through the analysis of real cases. The 
thesis starts with the current focused news and ends with the possible chances 
Chinese movies may encounter in the future. The analysis tightly aims at the real 
problems in Chinese cultures and movies and therefore, can be of valuable 
theoretical and practical significance  
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